Class Five
DECORATING PHOTOS
Today we’re going to add some details to our photos. I’m going to be using rub
ons because they’re great for adding little touches directly on to photo
surfaces. If you wanted to use some other embellishments you can do. Try adding
words with more of your mini letter stickers or stamp words on to scraps of
card and cut them out. If you’re
you’re using them grab the October Afternoon rub ons
pack.

PHOTO 1
The rub ons you want to use may not be the same ones I’m using so pick out ones
that work with your own photo or photo title.
When I’m using rub ons I cut out the design I want from the sheet first.

Press it down on to the surface where you want it on your photo.

Scribble over the top of the rub on with a pencil to rub it down.

Peel off the plastic topping and then rub the rub on down with your finger to
fix it down flush to your photo.

Carry on adding the rub ons to your photos. You can add one on each photo or
cluster more together. Also try layering the rub ons, adding one design and
then adding another design over the top for a different look. If you have
stamps you want to use try mixing stamped images with your rub ons too.

You can add any other embellishments to your photos you like but remember that
there is lots of detail on the opposite page and we want the main focus to be
the photo so keep any extra touches light.
I’ve added another one of the rub ons to the inside of the back cover and some
to the inside of the front cover. If you wanted to add any extra details to the
inside of your covers you can do that at this stage.

Inside of front cover:

We’ll leave it at that for today. Take some time to make sure you’re happy with
your photos and your covers as this will be the last thing we’ll be doing with
these parts of your book in the classes. In the next class we’ll be making some
fun paper clip embellishments with our leftover rub ons and papers.
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